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Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Lyndon Jones has a nice Squier
partscaster for stage use but it could do with one or two little tweaks to make it perfect.
Contacts Mansons bridge The body is fairly lightweight and the slim neck has a maple
fingerboard, diecast tuners and medium jumbo frets. It sounds pretty lively unplugged, and the
stock pickups are decent enough. Owner Lyndon Williams gigs this guitar regularly and really
enjoys the feel and looks, but he finds the tone too thin and underpowered for the classic rock
repertoire of his band Highway Jones. So he requested through-body stringing to aim for more
sustain, a beefier bridge pickup, and finally a pearl pickguard to perk up the looks. Some
specialist guitar hardware manufacturers do supply open-sided bridges with three brass
saddles, but they tend to be fairly expensive. We decided to compromise and found an unused
Squier bridge with through-body holes at Manson Guitar Shop in Exeter We hoped it would be a
suitable replacement â€” and it also had the extra screw holes at the front of the bridgeplate,
just like the one we were replacing. We bought this item, along with the three-ply pearl
pickguard and string ferrules, from Allparts UK The pickup was the final piece of the jigsaw, and
Lyndon located a secondhand example on eBay. Before he bought it we checked that there was
plenty of cable length to work with, because some installers cut them quite short. We removed
the strings and separated the neck from the body. The pickguard was taken off then we stripped
out all the electrics after making a wiring diagram. Before removing the bridge we used masking
tape to mark out the original location, and then we removed the screws and lifted off the bridge.
Get organised with one receptacle for the main hardware components and another for all the
screws, springs and nuts. Chinese takeaway cartons are ideal for the hardware, and we placed
all the screws, springs and nuts into a smaller receptacle. Here the outer string holes are drilled,
and four out of the five original screw holes are filled. The masking tape is used as an alignment
guide. However, we were able to re-use the centre screw hole at the back of our bridge, so that
provided a useful location point. Matchsticks are ideal for plugging screw holes. We simply
coated the ends of some matches with Titebond Original wood glue, gently tapped then into the
screw holes and left them overnight. The following morning we snapped off the excess and
shaved the top smooth with a Stanley knife blade. A strip of masking tape was placed under the
area of the string holes and the new bridge was held in place with that single screw at the back.
Since the original screw holes were only a couple of millimetres out, it was easy to align the
new bridge by eye and mark the position of the string holes with a fine-tipped pen. The difficulty
with ferrules is getting them lined up straight with perfectly even spacing between them. You
might think that using a quality press drill would be a guarantee of success, but drill bits always
have a tendency to wander. Misaligned ferrule holes can be a sure-fire sign of an ill-prepared
home build project, but it can happen to the big boys too. Check out some photographs of really
early Telecastersâ€¦ even Fender themselves struggled with it! Instead, we drilled the two
outside string holes using a backing board of scrap wood to prevent chip-out when the drill bit
cut through the rear of the body. We used a 3mm drill bit and set the drill to its slowest setting
to try to minimise wander. Without having access to a decent drill press, we used a drill guide
that we bought from Axminster Tools. The drill clamps into the guide and it is securely held
square to any drilling job. A strip of masking tape was placed over the holes and a guide line
drawn straight along the centre line. The plywood is clamped in position with our drill mounted
in a special drill guide that positions the drill dead square. This guide hole was very carefully
aligned over each square, then clamped in position. A torch was needed to shine into the guide
hole and alignment was re-checked after clamping third picture, left. Take care when removing
the masking tape because a brittle poly finish will flake off quite easily. The ferrule holes were
much wider than the string holes, so that allowed for some margin of error. Using the guide, we
drilled the four remaining holes with the drill bit marked for a depth slightly less than the
thickness of the body. Each hole came through almost dead centre, and we pushed the ferrules
into position. Ferrules with a lip are suitable because any untidiness around the edges of the
holes will be concealed. The finish around the holes did get slightly damagedâ€¦. We screwed

the neck pickup in position and the attached the back pickup to the new bridge, then the pickup
wires were fed through to the control cavity. New bridge and pickup in position. The new bridge
was fixed on with the centre screw at the back and aligned by eye, using the original screw
holes and the masking tape as a visual guide. We drilled pilot holes and installed the four corner
screws in their new locations. Measuring the distance from the back of the original bridge to the
take-off point of each saddle allowed us to roughly position the new saddles, and after that it
was finally time to re-attach the neck and string her up. Wiring complete. The white lead from
the neck pickup is connected to ground and the black wire is connected to the switch â€” this
was done to reverse the polarity of the pickup. We simply located the pickup on the website,
clicked on the link for wiring instructions, and found all the information we needed to hook up a
coil-tap switch. As it turned out everything worked first time but the two pickups were out of
phase, resulting in a thin and weak tone in the middle position. The answer is just to swap over
the black and white wires of the neck pickup. Having done that, we screwed the control plate
into position. Our replacement guard needed a little bit of filing and sanding to get it to fit
around the end of the neck, but all of the screws more or less lined up. Generally we set up
guitars with a small amount of neck relief. Tune all the strings to concert pitch, then try holding
down the low E string at the first fret with your left hand and hold the same string down with the
thumb of your right hand somewhere around the 16th fret. You should see a very small gap
between the string and the seventh fret. If the gap seems excessive, say 2mm or more, then try
turning the trussrod clockwise by about a quarter turn until the gap reduces. Set the height of
the top E string so you can bend it two or three semitones without string buzz or choke out.
This one is 9. Rest the outside edges of the gauge on the E strings and then raise the height of
the other strings until they just touch the edge of the gauge. With the saddle heights set, adjust
the intonation for each string and your guitar should play pretty well. Looking good and
sounding good too. Verdict The purpose of the project was to turn this Squier Telecaster into a
beefier and more powerful rock guitar without compromising its versatility or tonal range. Most
of the hard work went into the conversion to through-body stringing. Although this had a less
profound effect than changing the pickup, we did notice a smoother and more full-bodied tone
with some extra sustain. The low end also seemed to gain power, so it was really about more
body and less twang. New attachment helps one-handed musicians play guitar Cillian
Breathnach - 23rd February We check out this golden wonder from in the latest instalment of
The Money Shot. Nestled amid the beautiful Green Mountains of Vermont, Froggy Bottom
Guitars crafts fine acoustic instruments using centuries-old woodworking techniques. For those
that are searching for a band with influences steeped in the golden era but confidently driving it
into the 21st century, look no further. Electric Guitars. Yet, 25 years ago, it became a
million-selling commercial success thanks in part to an appearance from the princess of pop.
Essential Guides. Quite probably. Rory Gallagher was a pioneer with a sound and style as
unique as his battered Fender Strat. Buyer's Guides. Metal machine music: The history of
guitars made from metal Tony Bacon - 18th February From National to Travis Bean, James
Trussart and beyond, the bodies and necks of guitars have been made out of metal for almost a
century. Join us as we chart their history. All Advanced Beginner Intermediate. In the first of a
new series, we examine how this simple and common system for learning the guitar contains
hidden depths that could be the key to unlocking your potential as a musician. Continuing our
look at the chord shapes and sequences used by The Beatles, we get inside the head of Paul
McCartney and find a songwriting genius with an enthusiasm for minor chords and chords from
outside the key. We head into psychedelic territory in our second part of our John Lennon
lesson, as we explore the chords and sequences used by a man spreading his creative wings.
Guides DIY Workshop. By Guitar. The March issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! Read More.
The February issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The January issue of Guitar Magazine is out
now! The December issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The November issue of Guitar
Magazine is out now! If you're repairing or modifying your instrument or simply need some
replacement part numbers, these lists and diagrams should help you get started. The model list
is, for the most part, of instruments currently in production. This list is by no means
comprehensive, and documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes available.
Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument currently under warranty, or service
performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty by any person other than
authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a certificate of warranty service
authorization for the period during which the work was performed, will void the instrument
warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching control
function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make them available on this page
as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your specific instrument on this page, we
may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our archive. You may check the

availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer Relations Department by phone
at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a copy. The table below lists
instruments by model name, part number and document revision date: Note: All part numbers
and specifications in each document are subject to revision, change or discontinuation without
notice. Discussion in ' Tech-Talk ' started by bchaffin72 , Aug 31, Log in or Sign up. Squier-Talk
Forum. Age: 48 I am getting ready to do my first re-wiring job, putting full size k pots in place of
the stock k mini pots. In order to prepare, I downloaded the Squier wiring diagram from the
Squier site to study before opening the guitar. Problem is that what shows on the diagram is a
bit different from what I found upon opening the guitar itself. The actual guitar has the capacitor
and pick-ups wired to different posts than what is shown on the diagram. In fact, backwards.
The diagram shows wires from the pick-ups via the selector switch attached to an end post of
each pot, with the cap attached to the middle post. The actual guitar has the cap on the end
posts and the pick-ups on the center posts. Why the difference, and what should I follow. I am
leaning towards following the actual guitars wiring, but though I would ask. I only want to have
to do this once, and preferably right. I just grabbed a copy of that. It's slightly different as well.
Does that mean it doesn't make a difference which posts are used? Thanks again. Since I'm new
to working on this aspect of my guitars, I am just trying to understand the differences and what
they mean. Thanks to all one final time. I am happy to say the job is done. Two brand new k CTS
tone pots with a. The difference is considerable. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Home Search Forums Recent Posts.
Search Forums Recent Posts. Search Media New Media. All the parts you'll need, plus a diagram
to show you how. The premium kit features cloth-covered push-back wireâ€”the right wire for
Fender and vintage-style guitar circuitry. The pots in this kit are upgraded to CTS brand for
longer life and a smoother, more accurate response. The materials in this package are high
quality and easy to work with. The only complaint I have is that the wiring diagram didn't exactly
match to components shipped specifically the pilot for the 3 way switch. This kit did the trick - it
once again sounds great with no buzz. The kit came with a good schematic, but I mainly just
copied the connections that were originally there. I have a good soldering iron and have
soldered before, but I'm certainly no expert, and it was an easy reconnect for me. It came with a
wrong component, but Stewmac sent the replacement quickly at no cost. Great customer
service. The new wiring kit makes my tele sing! I got these parts for a Telecaster body I picked
up at a good deal. It is a MIM body. I replaced it with the Switchcraft jack that Stew-Mac provided
and problem solved. I now have spare parts for my other Tele if that one has electronic issues. I
bought to see if it would make a difference on the tone of my CV Butterscotch Tele. I love
playing that guitar and since I bought it used figured a little upgrade might help. And it helped
big time. Although I had never done any soldering it took a bit and maybe not the prettiest but it
all worked perfectly. No comparison in quality with the cheap innards on the CV versus the
premium kit - you can see, feel and really hear the difference. I didn't change pickups so all
improvement in tone is a result of better switches, etc. Great improvement for minimal dollars.
Today I swapped out the cheap components in my Tele kit with this package. I'm very pleased
with the results. Huge sound improvement and the high quality components feel great and
function well. The Stew Mac wiring diagram was easy to follow. A fun project with bug results!
My order was apparently lost in mail.. I called stewmac.. Good service, good parts. The only
thing t
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hat would have made it better is if they had sent someone along to install the things. My
favorite place for all parts musical. Quality pots, switches and caps. Does not come with heat
shrink tubing. Make sure you take a look at both the diameter of the pots in this kit, and the
holes in your guitar, as you may need metric sized pots. The kit comes with a little extra length
in the wires so if you use them sparingly you should have enough for a backup. A diagram is
included though it may be easier to follow a video tutorial should you ever have difficulty. All in
all has all you need, just double check dimensions and diameters first. We Ship Worldwide!
Premium Wiring Kit for Telecaster Item In stock, ready to ship! Add to Cart Save to Wishlist.
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